Week 08 Learning journals - 2014
Page:"If you don't have room to fail, you don't have room to grow" (MGMT300)
Page:A shift from stereotyping (MGMT300)
Page:A slight setback (MGMT300)
Page:Are we learning or not? Why? (MGMT300)
Page:Are we only focusing on the technical aspect...? (MGMT300)
Page:Being An Effective Administrator (MGMT300)
Page:Big fish in a small pond (MGMT300)
Page:Build it and they will come (MGMT300)
Page:Can the team dynamics be changed? (MGMT300)
Page:Can we do it? (MGMT300)
Page:Challenge to create a Daudelin's culture (MGMT300)
Page:Cont. (MGMT300)
Page:Continual learning (MGMT300)
Page:Crisis (MGMT300)
Page:Critical Weeks Ahead (MGMT300)
Page:Cycling backwards (MGMT300)
Page:Decisions and Strategy (MGMT300)
Page:Despondency and despair (MGMT300)
Page:Developing Bikes or Developing Ourselves? (MGMT300)
Page:Developing needed (MGMT300)
Page:Developing ourselves through challenges (MGMT300)
Page:Developing the skill of learning (MGMT300)
Page:Development and learning the most important thing (MGMT300)
Page:Development in a dynamic environment (MGMT300)
Page:Development Through Experience - Not A Text Book (MGMT300)
Page:Development: the key to being a successful leader and manager? (MGMT300)
Page:Do we have subordinates by the way? (MGMT300)
Page:Doing what we aimed to achieve (MGMT300)
Page:Effective Administrators (MGMT300)
Page:Efficacy of Developing Administrative Skills. (MGMT300)
Page:Empowered (MGMT300)
Page:Evaluating Myself Against the Three Management Skills (MGMT300)
Page:Experience, development, and adaptation. (MGMT300)
Page:Fail(ing) (MGMT300)
Page:Fake it till you make it (MGMT300)
Page:Finally getting some good results! (MGMT300)
Page:Finding our way out of the woods (MGMT300)
Page:Flying without wings, instead using the conceptual skill. (MGMT300)
Page:Get'cha Head In The Game (MGMT300)
Page:Growth Is My Goal (MGMT300)
Page:Honesty really is the best policy (MGMT300)
Page:Hope is here. (MGMT300)
Page:How to Make a Change (MGMT300)
Page:If you can look up, you can get up (MGMT300)
Page:Interest rising (MGMT300)

Page:Is it more than the bike? (MGMT300)
Page:Just Like The All Blacks (MGMT300)
Page:Keep busy (MGMT300)
Page:Leaders or not? (MGMT300)
Page:learn and develop (MGMT300)
Page:Learn to walk before you run (MGMT300)
Page:Learning & Developing (MGMT300)
Page:Learning and developing from a risk (MGMT300)
Page:Learning and developing my HR position (MGMT300)
Page:Learning But Not Necessarily Developing (MGMT300)
Page:Learning From Bad Mistakes (MGMT300)
Page:Learning to heed the voice within (MGMT300)
Page:mgmt 300 - learning journal 2014 - week 8 - Working with people not textbooks (MGMT300)
Page:More Reflection Needed (MGMT300)
Page:Moving on to Develop (MGMT300)
Page:personal development (MGMT300)
Page:Phoenix (MGMT300)
Page:Possibility of becoming an Effective Leader: Fear of Losing Skills as an Effective Follower (MGMT300)
Page:Progression and learning from experience (MGMT300)
Page:Reflecting on Training (MGMT300)
Page:Remedy for scary feedback (MGMT300)
Page:Rise of the Underdogs (MGMT300)
Page:Sad dog.... (MGMT300)
Page:Set another Goal and Reach Higher! (MGMT300)
Page:Slowly achieving success (MGMT300)
Page:Small Steps Forward Continually vs. A Leap Forward Then a Leap Back (MGMT300)
Page:Sobering Reality (MGMT300)
Page:Step up to this game (MGMT300)
Page:Still learning... (MGMT300)
Page:Strategic Give and Take (MGMT300)
Page:Take one step at a time, there's no need to rush (MGMT300)
Page:Taking One For The Team (MGMT300)
Page:Taking the plank of wood out of my own eye, before taking the speck out of others’ (MGMT300)
Page:The Bigger Picture Conceptually (MGMT300)
Page:The Demand Demon (MGMT300)
Page:The end is near. (MGMT300)
Page:The Matrix (our new team dynamic) (MGMT300)
Page:The More you Know.... (MGMT300)
Page:The Skill of Coming Back From Behind (MGMT300)
Page:The Three (MGMT300)
Page:The ultimate development (MGMT300)
Page:Theory? Yeah right (MGMT300)
Page:There is light at the end of the tunnel (MGMT300)
Page:Things are starting to look up (MGMT300)
Page:Things Took A Turn For The Worst (MGMT300)
Page:To lead or to follow? (MGMT300)
Page:Trouble in Paradise (MGMT300)
Page:Walking Dead (MGMT300)

Page:We don't need a sole ideal executive (MGMT300)
Page:We need to do something to get out failure (MGMT300)
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Page:What a cute little turbulence! (MGMT300)
Page:What Are We Doing Wrong?! (MGMT300)
Page:What Do We Do Now? (MGMT300)
Page:When Takeovers Take over. (MGMT300)
Page:Which road shall we take (MGMT300)
Page:Who the success of the company lies with (MGMT300)
Page:Why is MikesBikes doing this to us (MGMT300)
Page:Working Our Way Back (MGMT300)
Page:You need skills...apparently. (MGMT300)
Honesty really is the best policy
Developing Bikes or Developing Ourselves?
Which road shall we take
What Do We Do Now?
Rise of the Underdogs
Empowered
Finally getting some good results!
Critical Weeks Ahead
Learning But Not Necessarily Developing
There is light at the end of the tunnel
Fail(ing)
Get'cha Head In The Game
The Bigger Picture Conceptually
Learning & Developing
Possibility of becoming an Effective Leader: Fear of Losing Skills as an Effective Follower
To lead or to follow?
Working Our Way Back
Small Steps Forward Continually vs. A Leap Forward Then a Leap Back
Continual learning
Taking the plank of wood out of my own eye, before taking the speck out of others’
Developing ourselves through challenges
Cont.
Development and learning the most important thing
Learn to walk before you run
We need to do something to get out failure
Learning and developing my HR position
Set another Goal and Reach Higher!
Growth Is My Goal
Taking One For The Team
Efficacy of Developing Administrative Skills.
Can the team dynamics be changed?
Evaluating Myself Against the Three Management Skills
Are we only focusing on the technical aspect...?
learn and develop
Moving on to Develop
Flying without wings, instead using the conceptual skill.
Despondency and despair
Reflecting on Training
The More you Know....
Progression and learning from experience
Is it more than the bike?
Can we do it?
Learning to heed the voice within
The end is near.
Still learning...
Big fish in a small pond
What a cute little turbulence!
When Takeovers Take over.
Slowly achieving success
Step up to this game
Strategic Give and Take
Developing needed
Doing what we aimed to achieve
The Skill of Coming Back From Behind
Sad dog....

Finding our way out of the woods
Experience, development, and adaptation.
Just Like The All Blacks
Remedy for scary feedback
personal development
Leaders or not?
Fake it till you make it
Hope is here.
"If you don't have room to fail, you don't have room to grow"
If you can look up, you can get up
We don't need a sole ideal executive
Cycling backwards
Who the success of the company lies with
Things are starting to look up
The Three
Developing the skill of learning
Development in a dynamic environment
Learning From Bad Mistakes
Build it and they will come
More Reflection Needed
The ultimate development
A shift from stereotyping
Learning and developing from a risk
Things Took A Turn For The Worst
Challenge to create a Daudelin's culture
Development: the key to being a successful leader and manager?
The Demand Demon
Decisions and Strategy
What Are We Doing Wrong?!
Crisis
The Matrix (our new team dynamic)
Phoenix
Are we learning or not? Why?
Do we have subordinates by the way?
Trouble in Paradise
Take one step at a time, there's no need to rush
mgmt 300 - learning journal 2014 - week 8 - Working with people not textbooks
A slight setback
You need skills...apparently.
Effective Administrators
Sobering Reality
How to Make a Change
Being An Effective Administrator
Theory? Yeah right
Development Through Experience - Not A Text Book
Keep busy
Interest rising
Walking Dead
Why is MikesBikes doing this to us

